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First named after our location, “Wong Chuk Hang Assemblage” was a series of events in 
which members of the collective gathered disused and discarded material and reactivated 
such found objects’ physicality to give them a next life. From the Assemblage’s object play 
and installation evolved an element called “Spatial Pressure Calibration” with a sound-
making incentive. Floating Projects Assemblage (FPA), now with its Wong Chuk Hang 
(2015.07–2018.07) and Shek Kip Mei (2018.08–) phases, persists in a semi-improvisational 
principle for hybrid performances. It is Floating Projects’ signature event to embrace a broad 
range of reasoning, from logistics management to experimental art exploration. Over the 
years, the events have provoked us to ask many questions. What is art? What is a collective? 
Is FP Assemblage a form of playing? A metaphor? An exercise? And what kind of knowledge 
have we produced? 
 
This essay is not a doctrine of Floating Projects’ installation-performance signature event the 
Floating Projects Assemblage, but a process of finding terms, concepts, and vocabularies to 
describe and narrate what happened, and the conceptualisation that came afterward. The 
playbook towards the end is meant for providing shareable frameworks for open trial and 
experimentation. Contextually speaking, it is a moment in Hong Kong history whereby the 
FPA could contribute a way of thinking about creativity, being together, and forms of 
autonomy. 
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Assemblage, meaning a collection of things gathered, is an artistic form or medium made by 
grouping together unrelated objects.1 Assemblage can then be understood as collage in 
physical space, highlighting unity of formation. Well-known examples range from the object-

                                                      
1 “Assemblage (art),” Wikipedia, last modified January 11, 2023, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assemblage_(art). 



collage “merz” and site-specific installation “merzhau” by German artist Kurt Schwitters 
(1887–1948, founder of Dada in 1919), to Robert Rauschenberg’s Combine paintings with 
attached objects, Joseph Beuys’ sculptures of incommensurable materials, and Dieter Roth’s 
combination of art objects of different traditional art forms on a substrate. There are also 
the more recent examples of Thomas Hirschhorn’s Crystal of Resistance at the Swiss Pavilion 
of the Venice Biennale (2011), and Michael Beutler’s Moby Dick (2015) at Berlin’s 
Hamburger Bahnhof Museum für Gegenwart. Rather than an art object in itself, these last 
two examples are in pursuit of a “form that creates the conditions for something new.”2 This 
aspect would be further discussed in the rest of this essay. 
 
It is natural that FPA would negotiate for our relevance in art history, for possible continuity, 
as critical dialogue, contextual adaptation, and even as an experimental rupture. The above 
art examples, plus many more, pertain to the origins of FP Assemblage’s art methods—i/ 
object play with industrial and consumer objects, ii/ collage, montage, and combination, and 
iii/ site-specific installation, which forms the basis for performative actions. But this is only 
half of our story. A full understanding of FP Assemblage could benefit from Gilles Deleuze 
and Felix Guattari’s concept and theory of agencement in A Thousand Plateaus.3 While the 
word “assemblage” exists in French, the original term used by Deleuze and Guattari is 
agencement, often problematically translated into “assemblage” in English. What the term 
agencement highlights is quite the opposite of “unity” suggested by “assemblage,” in French 
or English.4 Indeed, gathering things and coming together is only the beginning of FPA, and 
what we arrive at is far from “unity.” There is, therefore, the constant felt need for a 
vocabulary that could justly describe FPAs as they have been exactly played out over the 
years, from our points of departure, the actual and varied activities of arranging objects, to 
the aura that surrounds us.  
 
Nail clarifies: 
 

The French word agencement comes from the verb agencer, “to arrange, to lay out, to piece 
together.” The noun agencement thus means “a construction, an arrangement, or a layout… 
While an assemblage is a gathering of things together into unities, an agencement is an 
arrangement or layout of heterogeneous elements.”5 
 
The definition of the French word agencement does not simply entail heterogeneous 
composition, but entails a constructive process that lays out a specific kind of arrangement.6  
 

Assemblage, understood as agencement, refers to a layout and its constructive processes, 
not unity, and surely not full integration, and that is a closer characterisation of our practice. 
Each FPA instance, as our documentation shows, is a specific kind of arrangement, 
depending on multiple factors, such as who the participants are, and what resources are at 

                                                      
2 Gerard Vilar, “Deartification, Deaestheticization, and Politicization in Contemporary Art,” Art, Emotion and 
Value. 5th Mediterranean Congress of Aesthetics, x. 
3 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia; translation and 
foreword by Brian Massumi. (University of Minnesota Press, London and Minneapolis, 1985/2005).  
4 Thomas Nail, “What is an Assemblage?” SubStance 46, no. 1, issue 142 (2017): 24. 
5 Nail, 22.  
6 Ibid., 24. 



hand.7 The ultimate objective is not the completed on-site installation, but the productive 
precarity experienced in interacting, highlighting the contingencies of each gathering. 
  
To cite and revisit Deleuze and Guattari’s version of assemblage (agencement) is also to 
state FP’s view of art as necessarily forming a tangential relation to other discourses in the 
humanities. Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophical concept of assemblage was a way to frame 
social complexity “in the emphasis of fluidity, exchangeability, and the multiple functions 
through entities that create their connectivity.”8 On the one hand, FPA is a form of playing, a 
specific method to contest what experimental art could be; as well, it is an open laboratory 
to tease out the fine textures of a collective, through performing together. In that sense, 
Beutler’s Moby Dick and Hirschhorn’s Crystal of Resistance are closer as references to 
indicate the aura of our practice. Indeed, Moby Dick was our most immediate and initial 
inspiration: when Linda Lai introduced the first Assemblage (2015.07.15) to the members, 
she pinned up on FP’s blank wall, images of Beutler’s Moby Dick (2015.04.17–2015.09.06) 
she took at Hamburger Bahnhof Museum für Gegenwart, after her slideshow presentation.9 
Beutler’s installations are meant to “open viewers to alternative perceptions” through 
artistic strategies, and to “occupy and transform spaces through sculptural interventions.”10 
Like Beutler, our reaction to architectural and social structure (e.g., realty and land use 
regulations), as well as to specific situations (individual and collective needs), is through 
cross-genre found or industrial objects.  

 
 
On the other hand, FPA is a social space. Floating Projects started in 2015 in response to the 
need to be feet-on-ground for real conversations in physical gatherings. FP at Wong Chuk 
Hang was a site for artistic production, to test our ideas with rigorous mutual critique. It is 
also at FP-WCH where we started to develop temporary “magic circles”: we step outside our 
routine temporarily to play,11 to momentarily imagine our social reality and histories, and 
what change and transformation may entail. FPA could then be understood as concrete 
events as much as a general metaphor for the (re-)production of social relations. 

                                                      
7 Wong Fuk-kuen. 聚疊的各種天氣 The weathers of the assemblage-assemblies. Floating Teatime: Art Notes: 

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/assemblage2022 (2 July 2022). In this piece of 
evaluation, Wong particularly points out one of the four events in the FP Assemblage 2022 series which he 
considers a “failure,” on Saturday, 21 May 2022, calling it an idling museum with suspended service. 
8 “Assemblage (philosophy),” Wikipedia, last modified October 19, 2022, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assemblage_(philosophy). 
9 Floating Projects 2022: 2, see below. 
10 Archive, Hamburger Bahnhof.  
11 Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1955), 10.   

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/assemblage2022


 
FPA Events… object play, exercises of co-individuation, machine for multiplicity 
 

Since each of us was several, there was already quite a crowd. Here we have made 
use of everything that came within range, what was closest as well as farthest away. 

 
…A [work] has neither object nor subject; it is made of variously formed matters, and 

very different dates and speeds. To attribute the [work] to a subject is to overlook 
this working of matters, and the exteriority of their relations.12 

 
 
When FP folks talk of an assemblage to come, we say:  
“Let’s play…”  
“Who wants to play…?” 
 
The number of physical bodies at work in an FP assemblage could be n. But the actual 
players could be n*x—as each player keeps changing their role, function, activity range, and 
deployment of on-the-spot resources. We are “quite a crowd,” noisier, busier, and more 
eventful than the crowd size entails. Deleuze and Guattari should have stood by us. For 
example, Wong Fuk-kuen (FK) is obsessed with shooting machines for marbles, but he is also 
a sound ethnographer, and plays with ropes. Wong Chun-hoi (Hoi) often visualises the 
movement of power in electrical circuits, whereas he and Andio Lai (Andio) are both into 
making audio machines and hardware-hacking. Kel Lok (Kel) makes combination objects 
(literally assemblage), and makes them usable with a surrealist touch. Yip Kai-chun (Chun) 
does yoga on site. Some of us are experienced jammers and take joy in improvisation. And 
many of us are image-makers and play with projection. And the criss-crossing list goes on.  
 
“We have made use of everything that came within range,” said Deleuze and Guattari, 
speaking of their collaboration as agencement. I recall Michael Leung bringing in plants from 
outside L306-D (JCCAC) to our “playground,” he also added “remote objects”—zines and 
posters of his land-activist events from the past—onto the wall, and he brought a real 
pineapple from another site of assemblage during his land-right activities. To him, even the 
thoughts of New York and a departed alumnus in his casual conversation with Linda Lai and 
Hector Rodriguez right before the “start” of the assemblage would be a part of his personal 
narrative of that evening’s FP Assemblage.13 “At once nearby and afar” is also a neat 
characterisation of the “beginnings” of our WCH Assemblage: the accumulation of logistics, 
found furniture, and miscellaneous objects arriving at our WCH production site was backed 
up by narratives of both Hoi and Linda’s account of their fathers’ many years of labour in 
Wong Chuk Hang.14 The storeroom at FP-WCH had always been full of leftovers and 
discharged objects gleaned by us. At Shek Kip Mei, sorting, classifying, organising, screening, 

                                                      
12 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 3.  
13 See “Assemblage as Assembly「石硤尾聚疊」2022：聚集、共融” by Michael Leung: 

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/michael-leung-assemblage-as-assembly (Floating 
Teatime: Art Notes, 21 May 2022). 
14 See “WCH Assemblage #1: Automatism. One step forward. No Waste | 黃竹坑聚疊（一）：不假思索。多

走一步。總有點甚麼。” by Linda Lai and Wong Chun-hoi: https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-

notes/wch-assemblage-1 (Floating Teatime: Art Notes, 14 July 2015, reposted and revised 30 December 2022). 

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/michael-leung-assemblage-as-assembly
https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/wch-assemblage-1
https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/wch-assemblage-1


and labelling objects are generative beginnings of an assemblage event. Our storeroom is a 
powerhouse. 
 
The shape of each assemblage evolves according to the players and objects’ emergent 
qualities, which connect in entanglement. This is a productive and critical alternative to 
unity or synchronisation, at least on the level of performance. In other words, the resultant 
shape of each event cannot be reduced to any representative individual person, although 
each person could be a catalyst at some point; nor is the resultant assemblage just the total 
sum of the individuals and objects. Whereas each player is not an individual with a singular 
set of attributes, the individual is not lost in the totality of the performance. Emergent 
qualities in the course of continuous interaction weave a relational network as exteriority, 
which is the temporary “social” whole of that particular assemblage event. As Nail 
understands Deleuze and Guattari’s agencement, FP Assemblages can be described as “the 
rejection of unity in favour of multiplicity” and “the rejection of essence in favour of 
event.”15 
 

Deleuze and Guattari do not ask, “What is…?” but rather, how? Where? 
When? From what viewpoint? And so on. These are not questions of essence, but 

questions of events.16 
 

The difficulty of writing this piece is, then, how to prize the accounting of actual processes of 
individual events without falling back on summative definitions alone, and vice versa.  
 
Assemblage: art as co-individuation, a self-perpetuating morphing organism, an abstract 
machine 
 
To speak of self-consciously moving away from essentialist totality and undermining singular 
dominant agency or full control, we are creating conditions for changing frames and the 
facilitation of individual actions. FPA events create abstract machines in which elements are 
being held together by a network of external relations. A necessary clarification is that 
Darwin’s evolution in the nineteenth century has led to a radical re-envisioning of what a 
machine is through the twentieth century: it is the thought of machines as organisms that 
foreground emergent properties of growth in long durations.17 A floor with loose objects 
spreading may at one point become the spot where a concert unfolds, or toward the end a 
cybernetics machine, in the fashion of Rowland Emett’s Forget-Me-Not Computer (1966). 
Everything suddenly connects and operates as a temporary machine with input and output, 
the relay parts displaying their local functions—whereas one player’s sudden action could 
disrupt the entire machine, exposing the indispensability or secrets of a singular part in one 
moment. 
 

                                                      
15 Nail, 22.  
16 Ibid., 24.  
17 There is a need to clarify the use of the term “machine.” Rather than sticking to the model of a machine in 
mechanical engineering, I am following a more recent notion of machine in the discussion of new media, which 
adapts new biology especially since Darwin’s evolution, to re-envision a machine as an organism without a 
central commander, but only with rule-driven simple steps leading to complexity, which is what emergence 
means. 
 



Deleuze and Guattari would prefer to see a body without organs: there is an initiator, but no 
single author; there are simple steps of action, leading to complexity. As for FPA, imagining 
machines as organisms, it highlights not the totality of an organism, but individual “organs” 
every step of the way. Players are constantly in the process of decision-making for action 
and non-action. 
 
What could these “steps” be? Perhaps the following list of action verbs could do the job for 
now, and the list must stay open: constructing, modifying, transforming circulation, flows. 
Individually governed routines and measures, varying speeds, converging, merging, layering, 
sounding, demonstrating, fighting for attention, rupturing, signifying and un-signifying 
(sticking to the outside), plugging in…  
 
FP Assemblage, on some levels, resists comprehension and interpretation, which is a form 
of politics of art. Our methods show a deliberate shift from making works as a text with an 
author to invoking participation as players plug in, immersing. Their actions create lines of 
articulation (like the act of writing and speaking)—of layered thoughts that force through to 
call attention to their momentary presence. 
 
Talking to Cici Wu who joined a recent event on 20 May 2022, I felt her thoughtful struggle 
to be proactively passive, as she said, “I did not know what to do and how to insert myself. I 
was mainly observing in the beginning, then I decided to take up the job of cleaning and 
tidying.” And so she did, enjoying that evening. I also recall the same evening: how at one 
point I felt out of gas, and decided to just sit in the midst of things like a human sculpture. 
 
Assemblage… layered thoughts as heterotopia… a site is many… lines and measurable 
speeds, enunciation without signification  
 
Deleuze and Guattari’s account of social complexity is embodied in the notion of 
“rhizome”18: they turn fluid connectivity, flexible relations, and multi-directional channels of 
“nutrients” and threat within and between communities into a spatial entity, highlighting 
mobility, and thus, also the potential of change. To me, Michel Foucault’s idea of 
“heterotopia”19—a term of space—is complementary. What heterotopia highlights is not 
just geographies, but the performative activism involved in turning a space into one with 
heterogeneous potentiality. It incorporates place-making: our actions turn a space into 
place(s) and yet a place, such as an airport, a library, a garden, or an ocean-liner, is always 
multiple, marked with lines, layers of time, and varied “places” in the same space. A 
concrete place is many geographies. Both rhizomes and heterotopias are anti-hierarchical 
and anti-genealogical.20 
 
As objects form geographies, actors and players unfold and refold layered temporal and 
spatial realities. Dory Cheng describes her first FPA experience (6 May 2022) as a relatively 
new FP member (since May 2021). Walking around wearing an apron someone handed to 
her, she noticed that exerting impacts on old items laid out on the floor gradually evolved 

                                                      
18 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 6–7. 
19 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,” Architecture/Mouvement/Continuite 
(October 1984).  
20 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 11. 



into story-telling activities. In her recollection, she felt that she knew FP a lot more: it 
seemed every object had a narrative of who it belonged to, how and when it came to FP, 
and what happened to the object up to that evening.21 
 
In the context of object-play, each object has its own history and origin, has been part of 
something else or someone’s possession, and is each the momentary object of attention (of 
a player on site). Their availability could be sought or accidental. Each object marks its own 
timeline—fleeting, segmented, periodic, enduring, impermanent, or transforming. Together 
they emerge as “comparative rates of flow,”22 turning a shared “stage” of action into 
multiple geographies of overlaying pasts.  
 
An FP assemblage event may start as a gathering, but its “name” is constantly shifting as 
geographies emerge. A basic site (starting out as a place for art production) thickens as 
layered agencies, resisting a single, stable identity, and the character of the site keeps 
changing along the timeline and time-frame, set arbitrarily for the event, constantly pointing 
to the possible “next.” This, Foucault called “heterotopia.” An FPA does not represent 
anything, except pointing to performativity itself, being in space in action. 
 
“Assemblage” = concrete event 
 
The above paragraphs problematise the question, “As an art form, is FPA figurative or 
abstract?” FPA is “concrete,” just as what is concrete in the case of musique concrète (Pierre 
Schaeffer) and concrete video (Robert Cahen). FP Assemblage is a “concrete event” as it 
calls attention to what is below representation and signification, and resists (part-whole or 
deep-structural) interpretation. It is between figuration and abstraction. FPA is figuration: 
what you see on display is the recognisable object you recognise in daily life; a pipe is a pipe 
until its assumed function is violated. FPA is about abstraction: an assemblage is multiplicity, 
an ever-changing entity of lines and measurable speeds;23 a chair may cease to be a chair, it 
could become one of many such items; then a musical instrument suddenly becomes a 
shape with open usage. In practice, FPA as FP’s signature event, whatever the many forms 
are, always grows towards re-invention. 
 
 
FP Assemblage as Recognisable, Experimental Art… 
 
FP believes in experimental art, and the project itself, an experiment of collectivity.  
 
Contemporary art has often been frowned upon as derivative, prizing less the rigor of skill 
and finesse of craftsmanship demanded of artists in traditional art practices. And FPA may 
at times give out the appearance of diluted art. To Gerard Vilar, the derivative tendency is 
more than a popular trend—it is part of a prolonged twentieth century attempt to re-cast 
the social functions of art, artists, audiences, the institution of art, and art as a concept. 

                                                      
21 See “2022 Assemblage Growing 「石硤尾聚疊」2022 蔓延” by Dory Cheng: (Floating Teatime: Art Notes, 

21 May 2022) on 6 May Assemblage: https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/2022-assemblage-
growing.  
22 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 3. 
23 Ibid., 4.  

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/2022-assemblage-growing
https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/2022-assemblage-growing


What troubles Vilar is that in foregrounding the (re-)conceptualisation of art itself as the 
main object of production, the boundary between art and other forms of cultural 
production becomes unjustly blurred. Vilar calls this a state of deartification, a term initiated 
by Adorno. 
 
“Deartification,”24 refers to, in contemporary art practices, “a process that corresponds to 
the deskilling of the artist’s competences” as a result of commodification or reification in 
capitalist culture. Vilar disagrees. Nor does he think the trend is just necessitated by the call 
for the radicalisation of art to save it from stagnancy. (Here, I think of the anti-art stances of 
the Lettrist movement, and later on, Situationist International.) In his defense for 
“deartification,” Vilar points out that the real problem is that art and life are made one and 
the same, in the form of “deaestheticisation, dematerialisation, and ephemeralisation.”25  
 
“A difference must be maintained between art and life.” He asserts the bottom line of 
deartification.26 Vilar seeks to defend art against the total collapse of distinction between 
what is art and what is life. He demands basic “recognisability” for anything that claims to 
be art. One implication is that art must measure up conceptually; “recognisability”27 is then 
negotiable. Instead of “forgetting” oneself, a visitor should better become more aware of 
one’s own existential presence in the presence of an autonomous art (event).28  
 
Recognisable “(Re-)Artification” 
 
FPAs explore the pleasure in maintaining our event as a recognisable performance, to be 
distinguished from just a gathering or meeting. “Recognisability” should be understood 
performatively as an open negotiation. We ask the question, “Are we art? Why? How?” We 
accept disapproval in case of chaos or “failure” of any kind. “Artistic thinking or knowledge 
removes us from the humdrum of everyday ideas and practices, it helps us to see things 
from other points of view, whether indicating utopia or not.”29 “Recognisability” means 
“distinctions”—to be made continuously, a process that is itself “artification”30 with no 
essentialism.  
 
We are fully aware of not allowing FPAs to be reduced to a dogma. We have to call each FPA 
event by composite names, let’s say:  
 

an “inventory-installation-objectplay-interaction-performance.”  
 

We are proactively “(re-)artifying,” through which process we negotiate norms of 
recognisability of what we do as art. “Artification is the process of considering as art some 

                                                      

24 Entkunstung, in Theodor W. Adorno, Ästhetische Theorie. Edited by Gretel Adorno and Rolf Tiedemann. 
(Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1970).  
25 Vilar, “Deartification,” 37. 
26 Ibid.  
27 Ibid., 42–43. 
28 Ibid., 39.  
29 Ibid., 40.  
30 Ibid., 40–41. 



object or practice that was not considered as art previously.”31 The endpoints are not art 
pieces but the traces and evidence of their process. 
 
At Floating Projects, our practice is not to lose craftsmanship or the conceptual rigor of art, 
but to give priority to other evaluative constituents of art such as artistic processes (success, 
failure, and chaos), and possible distinctions (or not) one may make between makers and 
producers, players and performers, or initiators and participants—as they manifest in an 
FPA event. On another note, we are also responding to the thought of art as an active 
method of knowledge production, to see if we could make a case for, or test ourselves 
against, certain theories. The “narrative knowledge” emerging from accounts of 
participants’ recollection (mentioned above) is also something we can further work through: 
it seems (the event of) art making always points to something other than itself. 
 
Ludological Openness: Automatic Human-Machine Assemblage 
 
FPA maintains a clear distinction between art and life. At a certain moment, an FPA session 
ends as we feel it should. To bring everyday life into art moments and yet to preserve the 
recognisability of art, we follow ludological principles. In game and play studies, a “magic 
circle” is a marked out space designated for playing:32 my emphasis here is that it is not a 
permanent space, but produced by activities outside our daily routines. Stepping in or 
effectuating a magic circle, we are playing. We mark a magic circle with gaming, making it 
recognisable with specific rules and constraints for action. FPA moments are also those 
when our rule-based actions transform a site into “magic circles” as players start playing. 
Inside the magic circle, even familiar daily routines acquire unfamiliar qualities. 
  
Understanding art making processes as game and play is to invoke a long-standing artistic 
tradition for rule-based creativity, figured most prominently in the Surrealist principle of 
“automatism,” in which the regular activity of writing becomes a kind of “magic circle,” 
charged with accidents and chance encounters, with deliberate retreat from the usual 
function of writing as meaningful communication. Enchanted by the magic of automatism, a 
writer has to listen to one’s writings as soundings, look for neglected levels of meanings 
other than signification, and self-consciously apply constraints (rules) to push open new 
awareness. Automatism is affinitive with game and play: one has to be proactive and ready 
to respond to new factors and take risks.33 By marking a pause from ongoing quotidian 
routines, a player’s ludic principle must incorporate improvisation. In an FPA episode, a 
player must constantly seek to respond and re-define the ongoing situation by changing the 
game rules—and this is a kind of improvisation, too. 
 
Automatism via improvisation: the hidden and the potential 
 
Automatism incorporates improvisation for specific experiments for the purpose of 
exploring one’s hidden resources, as surrealist practices go. “Accidents” and “errors” are 

                                                      
31 Ibid., 41. 
32 Huizinga, Homo Ludens, 10. 
33 See Hector Rodriguez, “Automatism,” in Cryptoglyph: Dialogues in Many Tongues in the Hidden Crevices of 
an Open City, ed., Linda Lai and Theresa Mikuriya (Hong Kong: 2003), 264–79, for a full discussion of the use 
and varied manifestations of “automatism” in twentieth-century art and literature. 



positively embraced to augment the impact of chance encounters, including with the many 
hidden “I”s as momentary beings. For example, a piece of music is played but does not have 
one’s own temperament. Rather than reject such an “odd” piece, one would instead write 
against the “noise” in order to come into direct contact with one’s “frustration,” and to 
understand the less registered emotions of ours. (This was from an episode of a workshop I 
conducted many times.) 
 
One may also bring oneself to an unfamiliar environment to conduct a familiar activity to 
see what happens. I shared my artistic collaborator Junko Theresa Mikuriya’s experiment 
and turned blindfold photography into an assignment for students in my contemporary art 
class, with exciting responses. These young artists worked in pairs—one blindfolded with a 
camera, the other to keep her companion safe. Blindfolding augments chance encounters 
via diversion. Mikuriya34 would emphasise on-the-spot fear and the psychedelic potential of 
not seeing as a drive. For me, I have developed blindfold photography into a research 
exercise on survival and collaboration. By shutting off vision, I want students to photograph 
with their other senses, such as hearing, smell, touch, and haptic presence. The resulting 
“visual” works produced are shocking, pregnant with motions, enigmatic, and sometimes 
scary. Just like many FPA, there is a deliberate shift from “medium” to “events.”  
 
A summary of two key terms… 
 

Improvisation… a safe way to play with trust, 
Spontaneous action, without script but with a set framework; such 

framework could be conceptual, methodical, physical, spatial, affective, or 
simply temporal 

 
Dedicated Automatism—forcing open… 

Automatism highlights letting go and losing control, the moment-to-
moment encounter and struggle with one’s impulse of self-censorship 

 
Mikuriya and I have developed the above two principles into an artbook (archived at Asia 
Art Archive) to amplify the power of rule-based creativity in an eight-round game,35 which 
also lends me the backbone of automatism in initiating FPAs. The first Assemblage was 
initiated by Linda Lai at the inception of FP1.0 at Wong Chuk Hang (WCH), executed with 
Wong Chun-hoi, to see what could come out of it. This first version was rather simplistic: we 
tied automatism and improvisation to a principle of conservation and repurposing by 
gathering scrapped material in nearby garbage collection points of industrial buildings in the 
WCH area. This initial trial was basically an on-site installation, meant to incite every other 
member to come in to modify and re-invent it. The first FPA event saw the ensemble of 
start-up raw materials—paper, books, simple furniture, construction material, and so on—

                                                      
34 Mikuriya, an FP international affiliate, was guest workshop host at Floating Projects for “How to Move 
Beyond Your Comfort Zone” (9th April 2016) and “Fashion Photography” (10th April 2016). One of Mikuriya’s 
own experiments of blindfold photography is documented in Lai and Mikuriya, Cryptoglyph, 209–12.   
35 See Cryptoglyph, a 284-page art book documentation of an eight-round, image-text playful dialogue by Linda 
Lai and Theresa Mikuriya. Lai explains automatism as the premise and backbone of their collaboration in the 
book’s introduction, v–x, 15–25. 



all arriving in our studio space free of charge. It was then that the next few FPAs blossomed 
with many talented crowds, pushing open the many aspects I am discussing in this essay.  
 

 
“I reached out to a stone and picked up a box of paper butterflies.” WCH Assemblage #2, 7th September 2015. 

The accidental arrival of these wasted butterflies set the tone for the hardware hackers, sound-makers, 
illustrators, installation artists, users of musical instruments, and so on who gathered that evening. 

 
As Hoi wrote, “FP’s space of production is an amoeba,” and “many rules just emerged 
without our thinking, but they do consolidate our platform as experiments of all kinds.”36  
 
Human-machine/human-object assemblage: we are in media art 
 
Co-individuation, the ideal of FP and its assemblage, is not just about intersubjective co-
agency, but the realisation of human-machine assemblage and tests of thing-power. With  
our shared background in media art, there are specific areas of knowledge of concern to us. 
It is not just about the machine-looks of what we do, or the amount of software we adopt. 
The epistemological edge of media art is important at least in the following two aspects: 
 

Black boxing: how to overcome it… 
Black-boxing is a characteristic of our consumer culture in which 

technical realities are packaged and hidden as handy gadgets, the 
result of which is our gradual loss of access to necessary knowledge 

that makes contemporary society.  

 
Cybernetics: the other side of control and surveillance… 

Originally meant to describe a system for control (with carefully designed input-
output loops), cybernetics soon became synonymous with surveillance and point-to-

point control, taking up the positive incentives suggested by the power of 
computation.  

 
Opening the black box and creating multiple-flow feedback systems are two recognisable 
aspects of our art tendency. We reveal internal workings as exteriorised processes and turn 
point-to-point connectivity into ludic experiments. Both stand by a democratising ideal via 

                                                      
36 Floating Projects 2022: 1. 



object play, a due response to our digital milieu. And yet the humanist sentiment is well 
captured in Hoi’s words: 
 

“The many constraints and limitations in playing have brought me an unlimited sense of 
security. I love to watch my fellow players’ hesitancy and feelings of being overwhelmed. It 
is in those moments that I see clearly how we deploy our artistic methods and attitude; and, 
of course, I also want to be one of the observed.” (Hoi)「在遊戲中的種種限制都帶給我無限的

安全感，我喜歡看大家猶豫和不知所措的樣子，那樣可以看清楚眾人處理藝術一事的章法，當

然我也很想成為其中一個被看見的人。」（王鎮海）37 

 
Our understanding of other individuals is indirect, but in real time, and culminates in 
collective action. 
 
 
Reflection: world-making, speculative criticality, and the secret contours of things 
 
“Language is a concrete assemblage that evinces tendencies toward stability…”38 And FPA 
moves away from stability. We incorporate everyday material and objects into art, make 
certain things legitimate raw material, give objects new meanings, connect disparate 
elements creatively and temporarily, to overcome as well as highlight incommensurability. 
To Graham Harman, giving an object a second and many more vivid lives is not the end; 
persistence in fluid states of objects aims to open up the idea of “social being” to include 
non-humans as much as humans on equal landing; and this is his speculative philosophical 
concept of “tool-being.” 
 
So far, I have elaborated on the autonomous and purposeful individual players at work. 
What is the place for objects and technology? What if we take a different angle? 
 
Heidegger argues we should draw a distinction between objects “present-at-hand” and 
objects “ready-to-hand”—the latter referring to our practical relations to things, and the 
former, “as structures,” pertaining to our conceptual understanding of the world through 
things. Heidegger further distinguishes three kinds of “present-at-hand” (vorhandenheit)—
cognitive (in our recognition of an object tied to interpretation), unusable (as our thoughts 
on usability are taken over by repairability and potentiality), and anxious (which is due to 
uncertainty and a sense of crisis)39—which I find could be understood as the folds and 
variations present in our assemblage events.  
 
Harman finds Heidegger’s distinction inadequate. With “tool-being,” he aims to better 
understand the human’s relation with tools and technology by calling our attention to 
objects’ “secret contours.” Harman argues that the concreteness and integrity of material 
objects are independent from a human’s attention to them: “anything, prior to erupting in 
its explicit form, is real simply by exerting its efforts in the cosmos, by breathing its life into a 

                                                      
37 Wong Chun-hoi, FPC members (2017), 計劃聚集記錄 Record of ensemble-plan. Floating Teatime: Art Notes. 

See: https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/record-of-ensemble-plan.  
38 Brent Atkins, Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus: A Critical Introduction and Guide. (Edinburgh 
University Press, 2015).  
39 David Weinberger, “Three Types of ‘Vorhandenheit.’” Research in Phenomenology 10, 237, 238, 241. 

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/record-of-ensemble-plan


world that would not have been the same without it.”40 This notion is the prerequisite for 
thinking about an object’s potentiality. Players may, on the spot, combine objects already 
with a name to form new machines with a name pending, but the ongoing automatic game 
would not have been the same without each object. We could be enchanted by the unique 
aroma of a cup of coffee before we know it is coffee, or what beans it is made with. 
 
Whereas Bruno Latour suggests a new social theory to understand the non-human masses 
through concepts like affordance, Harman, through “tool-being,” specifically delves into 
human’s deep experience with objects ubiquitous in our quotidian landscape, and especially 
those (hardware and digital tools) that are themselves black-boxing machines. “Affordance” 
highlights how tools enable humans and collaborate with them. “Tool-being” questions 
tools and machines, opens them up to look inside, to hack their customised functions, and 
even to turn machine errors or defects into raw material for artistic creativity. When 
humans and tools/machines are understood as assemblage, transformation and complex 
connectivity are foregrounded. Assemblage considers relations always as time and 
processes, and as propensity, concrete and potential. 
 
FPA players often find themselves loosening up the split between objects with practical 
functions (ready-to-hand), and objects pertaining to conceptual structures (present-at-
hand). Automatic, improvisational activities “perform” the mutability of an object and 
objects as combines—to activate their potentiality and their tool-being, that is, “before an 
object is present-at-hand, it is ready-to-hand.” 
 
Tool-being in FPAs is a “time-based” discovery process. FPAs are always in the midst of 
enunciation, change, stagnancy, chaos, and endless moments of incubation; each FPA event 
has its own measures, and its own generation of accumulative causal relations. An FPA 
onlooker may find herself observing and looking at one moment, tracing the source of a 
sound in the next, and sorting out where to spot intense actions or conflicts, or simply losing 
oneself or immersing in the depth of drone and counteracting movements. As for the 
performer-player, staying alert and being proactive ensures she makes shrewd judgments 
on the spot, to improvise actions to test new possibilities.  
 
The above are important annotations as, at times, we tend to overemphasise logistic 
preparation, or the re-enlivening our sense of comradeship, which only arrives after 
rigorous object-centred playing. Nostalgia due to previous FPAs could be a trap. Every re-
staging of an assemblage performance is an invitation to an open event, and the final 
excitement is the shared fruit of self-directed players, curiously in search of the assembled 
objects’ “secret contours,” looking for ways to “plug in.”41  
 
 
Assemblage as a collective practice: “plugging in” … social change? 
 

The Chinese term for FPA combines two characters:「聚」, “getting together” and 

                                                      
40 Graham Harman, Tool-Being: Heidegger and the Metaphysics of Objects. (Chicago and La Salle: Open Court, 
2002), 219. 
41 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 4. 



「疊」, “overlaying and overlapping.” And we do it following the flow, creating unknown 
territories and alien sensations. It is the actions played out rather than the ideology that 
matters. Fuk-Kuen Wong reflects on our practice and notes FPA could become pure 
formalism.42 
 
Deleuze and Guattari elaborate on the notion of “plugging in” in their discussion of Franz 
Kafka’s novel The Castle (1926) as minor literature,43 characterised as a form of criticality 
that draws from a majority’s language for minor usages. Minor versus major is not meant to 
be a pair of binary opposites, but rather highlights the vital, underlying possibility to 
traverse between what is major and what is minor, in order to deterritorialise the 
dominance of established, institutionalised norms. Change and stability are simply two poles 
of risk. To change, we must plug in to other machines. What other machines? Deleuze and 
Guattari’s original critical object is the book as an assemblage machine, a body that must be 
understood through other machines it is plugging into. Kafka’s works, for example, plugged 
into the machine of bureaucratic extremity in order to function as an act of minor literature. 
Should Kafka write in German or in Czech? If in the former, he would betray his people who 
were oppressed. If in Czech, he would be endangering himself under German occupation. 
Should he write at all? Were he to give up writing altogether, wouldn’t he be betraying 
himself as a writer? These were the questions that came out of the machine that Kafka 
plugged into. 
 
It is in the above sense that Manuel DeLanda describes Deleuze and Guattari’s assemblage 
as a term for “a new social ontology of change,” shuffling the relationship between the 
micro and the macro, toward complexity, with room for local-level actions and exchange. 
“Plugging in” is to achieve “deterritorialisation,” the removal of “territorialisation,” a form of 
structural power. This stance for social change is process-oriented and event-based, rather 
than systematic total structural change.44 What are FPAs plugging into? Recycling and 
repurposing (for environmental awareness)? Genre division (in the realm of art)? 
Disciplinary segregation (in institutional organisation, social, and education)? The rarity of 
space? Land use policies? Ludological culture? This requires intense discussion.   
 
FP is not just an organisation, but itself an art project that interrogates questions of space 
and being. As an experiment, it is bound to “failure” as the norm, acknowledges weakness 
and imperfection as integral to the collective, and sees “conflict” as the drive for problem-
solving and moving forward. Benevolence is not a set principle, and surely not a dogma, 
more so the consequences of our being together. To choose to love, one also admits to 
sometimes finding it hard to love, or even the possibility of falling out of love. Reorientation 
of art is central to the reorientation of everyday life, and vice versa. We may begin with 
spatial reorientation, and the production of (artistic) social relations will happen through the 
production of space. 

                                                      
42 Wong Fuk-kuen. 聚疊的各種天氣 The weathers of the assemblage-assemblies. Floating Teatime: Art Notes: 

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/assemblage2022 (2 July 2022). In this piece of 
evaluation, Wong particularly points out one of the four events in the FP Assemblage 2022 series which he 
considers a “failure,” on Saturday, 21 May 2022, calling it an idling museum with suspended service. 
43 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, “What is a Minor Literature?” Mississippi Review 11, no. 3, (Winter/Spring 
1985): 13–33. 
44 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 4, 14, 23. 

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/assemblage2022


 
FP Assemblage had been resting ever since FP’s move to JCCAC, and the inauguration of 
FP2.0 in August 2018. Recent FPA exercises have remained opportunities for us to look into 
our tiny storeroom once again to organise this potential “powerhouse.”  
 
Fuk-Kuen Wong (FK) noted, “We may as well cherish the return of the Assemblage to ‘go 
crazy’ together as life has been tough, and it’s a good way to express our sense of futility by 
bringing in more people” [my paraphrase from FK’s post.] FP Assemblage 2022 is perhaps 
best described as a resting place, a meditative space, a chance to clear our minds through 
storage organisation, a test of faith, the release and recovery of energy, and the acting out 
of hope for breaking through.  
 
FK asks, and I paraphrase, “Is FP Assemblage our signature event, or is it being turned into a 
piece of cultural heritage?” (FPA’s May 2022 warm-up revival.) Pondering on the retrieval of 
FPA after a three-year gap, Fuk-kuen Wong remarks on FPA as an incidental return with an 
“external impetus”—injected from Asia Art Archive’s Collective School initiative. 
 
Recalling the “beginning,” FK finds the fuel in “looking for something to do together” on a 
blank site with bulks of objects awaiting organisation into a store room. He also takes notes 
of the languishing charm of the “unknown” and “surprise” that comes with it. He worries 
about repetition and the fatigue and inertia that may set in.45 
 
As a keen observer, player, and initiator, FK names his criteria: 
 

“Success” (20 May 2022)—more participants, more “positive feedback loops” at 
work in the alchemist mix, an emergent “mini ecology”… 
“Failure” (21 May 2022)—“out of gas,” idling, a museum between shows… 

 
And yet to him, failure could be seen as a magical touch, if only we also saw what he did:  
 

“This time, Samson participated through an online meeting. Towards the end, he pointed his 
camera to the starry sky of Vancouver, and the starry sky was projected onto FP’s wall. We 
traced the stars from the other side of the globe with a pencil, and realised the stars were 
moving, really fast. At the very end, the traces of stars moving marked the wall, which was 
like the painting of a meteor shower.”46 

 

Conceptual discussions may not have been our most frequent meeting form. We do “write” 
local art histories with our bodies, and FPA is one way to do so. FPA is when we “perform” in 
concrete terms: shareable, memorable experiences as a group. This piece of art history is 
away from the limelight, chaotic and morphing, characterised by trial-and-errors and failure; 
it resists being reduced to or being rejected by histories of success. No heroes or heroines, it 

                                                      
45 Wong Fuk-kuen.  2022 Assemblage: warming up 「石硤尾聚疊」2022 熱身. Floating Teastime: Art Notes: 

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/2022-assemblage-warming-up (17 May 2022). Wong also 
provides descriptions of the improvisation in the warm-up session. 
46 Wong Fuk-kuen. 聚疊的各種天氣 The weathers of the assemblage-assemblies. Floating Teatime: Art Notes: 

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/assemblage2022 (2 July 2022). 
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is beyond the classification of veteran stars versus emerging young artists, and contests art 
histories that are defined by curatorial practices and strategies of collection. 
 
We have been asked many times about the what-how-why of FP as a collective. FPA speaks 
of FP as the collective that it is. A collective can only try out its rules as they are invented 
through “living,” and any attempt to find the common denominator would be futile. There 
are only experiences to cite, and narratives to make. Every collective has its unique 
circumstances at its inception, but it is what happens afterward that “writes” the idea of a 
collective. We have been asked many times what we have learned and how we learn, but it 
is more important that we have ways to keep creating new conditions for learning. 
 
One thing is clear: there is a difference between running an organisation and nurturing an 
organisation as an assemblage, between setting up an experiment, and programming a 
group’s activities. At Floating Projects, we have narratives to be constructed, and we start 
with material exercises to mark changes, gaps, and creativity, and the many existential 
moments in which players re-enliven a propending group identity as empirical possibilities. 
FP the collective has changed shape due to changing sites and venues, players and the 
talents they bring along, and the changing intensity of our sense of belonging; and these 
changes instil improvised purposes and actions. Each member has evolved over time, too, 
material and emotional (inter-)dependences also change. FPA remains one of the few 
actions whereby we experience the togetherness we assume, no matter how precarious 
that may be. To preserve FPA is not only to preserve those moments and what they entail, 
but also to rescue an abstract machine that has rhizomatic powers with many plug-ins. 
Ideally, each FPA is an instant of enacting FP as a collective.47 But FPA alone is not magic.  
 
In pursuit of a “form that creates the conditions for something new,”48 I want to close with 
Hirschhorn’s account of his much-mentioned work: 
 

It must be a form that enables “thinking.”…That’s how I see the mission of art: To give a 
form that can create the conditions for thinking something that has not yet existed. 
With this form I want to create a truth, a truth that resists facts, opinions, and 
commentaries…Art resists political, cultural, aesthetical habits. Art resists morality and 
topicality. Art—because it is art—is resistance.49  
 

And thanks to Asia Art Archive, without which we would not have ignited our mnemonic 
machine.  

                                                      
47 Manuel DeLanda, “Deleuzian Social Ontology and Assemblage Theory,” in Deleuze and the Social, ed. Martin 
Fuglsang and Bent Meier Sorensen (Edinburgh Scholarship Online, 2006), 1.  
48 Vilar, “Deartfication,” 36. 
49 Thomas Hirschhorn on Crystal of Resistance. 
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